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organ of registration for the Cabinet. On the ability of
the Cabinet to secure that registration depends the
success of our whole system of government.
Now the essence of the method lies in the terms upon
which the control is conducted. The Cabinet has to elicit
consent; it cannot exact it. The difference is fundamental
to our system. The Cabinet has to conduct its operations
in the public view. It is subject to a constant stream of
criticism, both within the House and without* Its prob-
lem is to be able to maintain the loyalty of its supporters
despite the impact of this criticism upon them. That is
not so easy as appears. A Cabinet has to learn the direc-
tion of its supporters* minds. It has to recognize that in
the making of every policy there are limits beyond which
it may not go. A bad blunder may easily disturb the very
foundations of its majority. A dear drift of electoral
opinion away from its support may sow a spirit of rebel-
lion in the House before which even a Government with
a vast majority is impotent. Maintaining a majority is
never a simple and straightforward matter; the discipline
of followers is not the obedience of private soldiers to
their commanders. There enter into its making a host of
subtle psychological considerations the accurate measure-
ment of which is vital to the Cabinet's life. It is dangerous
to run the House on too tight a rein. Excessive secrecy,
grave discourtesy, continuous threat of resignation or
dissolution, inability to quell an angry public opinion
outside, always breed revolt. A Cabinet maintains control
in the degree that it is successful in not going too far
beyond what the House approves. It must know when to
yield; and it is important to yield.gracefully. A Cabinet
that tries to carry off its policy with too high a hand is
almostalways riding for a fall.
Cabinet control, this is to say, is subject to its ability
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